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Let G be a finite graph topologically embedded in the two sphere 52. 
Then G divides 82 into countries of G (i.e., the closures of the components 
of X2-G). The Four Color Conjecture asserts that the countries of G can 
be colored using at most four colors so that any two distinct countries 
incident to the same edge of G are colored differently. For technical reasons, 
and without loss of generality it is usually assumed (and we shall so 
assume) that : 
(a) G is a l-dimensional simplicial complex, i.e., two vertices of G are 
connected by at most one edge. 
(b) Each country intersects G in a Jordan curve. 
(c) The intersection of any two distinct countries is a vertex of G, an 
edge of G, or empty. 
(d) Each vertex of G lies an precisely three edges of G. 
In 1880 TAIT [l] proved that the countries of G are four colorable if 
and only if the edges of G can be colored with three colors so that incident 
edges are of different colors. Call such a coloring a Tait coloring of the 
edges of G. The purpose of this paper is to prove, via an elementary 
exercise in simplicial cohomology, a generalisation of Tait’s theorem 1). 
Before proving Tait’s theorem, it will be instructive to dualize the 
problem 2). Associate with G the graph G* as follows : Inside each country 
of G draw a vertex, and connect two vertices by an arc if the corresponding 
countries have an edge in common. Notice that G* defines a triangulation 
of the two sphere and the three edges incident to a vertex dualize to three 
edges bounding a two simplex of G*. Let us say that the edges of a 
simplicial complex are properly three colorable if they can be colored using 
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1) In some form, these results are perhaps known to graph theorists, notably 
TUTTE, cf. [2], [3], [4]. 
2) One could give a direct homology argument on the cell cowaplex defined by 
the embedding of G in 52. It is strictly duel to the cohomology argument used to 
prove Theorern 2. 
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three colors so that the three edges of each two simplex are colored 
differently from each other. Then the dual of Tait’s theorem is: 
THEOREM 1. Let K be a triangulation of Sa. Then the vertices of K 
can be four colored if and only if the edges of K can be properly three 
cOlOE4i. 
In fact, we shall prove the stronger: 
THEOREM 2. Let K be a simplicial complex with Hl(K, %a) = 0. Then 
the vertices of K are four colorable if and only if the edges of K can be 
properly three colored. 
PROOF. We shall be concerned with simplicial cohomology on K with 
coefficients in A =%a @ Zz. Note that A is involutory so that addition 
equals subtraction on the chains of K. Suppose the vertices of K can be 
four colored. Then there is a function f defined on the vertices of K with 
values in A such that for each edge V~WJ of K, /(vi) -f(vg) #O. In other 
words f is a 0-cochain whose coboundary Sf assigns to each edge of K a 
non-zero element of A. This is a three coloring of the edges of K. To see 
that it is proper observe that &3(f) = 0, i.e. for each two simplex 2)@j2)k of K : 
8f (v@j) +df (vjuk) + df (vk’%) = @f (‘&vj~k) = 0. 
Now the only way that three non-zero elements of A can sum to zero 
is if no two are equal. 
Conversely, suppose there is a proper three coloring of the edges of K. 
Then using the non-zero elements of A as the three colors we are given 
a function g defined on the edges of K with values in A- {0}, i.e., a 
one-cochain. The condition that the coloring is proper insures that g is 
a one-cocycle. Since 
fWK> A)=HW, 22) OWK, Zz)=HdK,Z2) @Hl(K,Zz)=O, 
g is a coboundary, say g = Sf, where f is a function on the vertices of K 
into A. Since g(vrvj) is never zero, f(vt) #f(q) and f is a four coloring of 
the vertices of K. 
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